
A Pathway to the Past 
 
Over time our memories begin to fade and appear to travel down the 
route of the forgotten. Although this is a natural occurrence, there are 
points in time when we may want to revisit moments in the past. 
Through experiencing the loss of a loved one, as we slowly progress 
through stages of mourning and bereavement, many individuals 
experience an urge to reconnect to those they have lost. Attempting 
to create a pathway to the past we try to extend our reach of our 
unconscious to bring back memories from the land of the forgotten. 
But are these memories truly forgotten? Paul Ricoeur argues: 
 

“… Many memories, perhaps among the most precious, 
childhood memories, have not been definitively erased but simply 
rendered inaccessible, unavailable, which makes us say that one 
forgets less than one thinks or fears.” (Ricoeur 2006: 416) 
 

So, how do we access these inaccessible memories, reconnect to our 
lost loved ones? The first thing we need to realize is that the past is in 
the present and our personal access to it is shifting all the time. Using 
examples from both Ann Chwatsky and Mikael Levin, this presentation 
will therefore be focusing on the idea of reconnection (and the 
remembrance of reverie memories) through the mediation of 
landscape images and projects as traces of the past and memory 
triggers. 
 
 
Reverie memories, as described by Jones when discussing Philo’s paper 
on childhood memories and imagination, is: 
 

“… An episode of memory when we somehow travel back. A 
state where consciousness can slip back towards a more 
dreamlike state… [And] can begin to ‘drift’ back into all the 
remembered spaces, events and feelings which are in our minds.” 
(Jones 2007: 208-209) 

 
Reverie memories, once remembered, can therefore be seen as a 
connection to our lost loved one through the experience of memories 
of them in the past. However, according to the Freudian theory of 
‘phantasy’ (and relating back to Ricoeur’s suggestion of inaccessible 
memories) reverie memories that are fading through the act of 
bereavement are found in an individuals preconsiousness: “not 
conscious, but which may emerge into consciousness under 
favourable conditions” (Burgin 2009: 40). These particular fading reverie 
memories can therefore be brought into the individual’s consciousness, 
and remembered, through the introduction to a “favourable 
condition” or memory trigger.  



 
Memory triggers therefore mediate memories by acting as present 
traces of the past, and can vary in form, depending on the individual 
and the memory they wish to recover. During Proust’s “episode of the 
madeleine”, where he identified involuntary memories, he suggests: 
“The past is hidden somewhere outside the realm, beyond the reach of 
intellect, in some material object…” (Proust 1981: 45). These material 
objects (or memory triggers) are usually associated with the (reverie) 
memory the individual is trying to recover. By acting as residue of the 
past, photographs therefore act as fundamental memory triggers 
through their ability to symbolize the final remnants of the experience 
captured within the memory. 
 
 
These photographs, especially photographs of places and landscapes, 
therefore act as a tool for independent recollection. According to 
Bergson, independent recollection is related to the recognition of a 
memory trigger, and he suggests: 
 

“… At other times it [recognition] implies an effort of the mind 
which seeks in the past, in order to apply them to the present, 
those representations which are best able to enter into the  
present situation.” (Bergson 1912: 87) 
 

Our mind therefore see’s into the past on the basis of vestigia (Ricoeur 
2006: 352), by looking for representational aspects of the present that 
have also been experienced in the past. This is one of the reasons why 
photographs of landscapes act as such powerful memory triggers. 
Taking into account photography’s ability to freeze a moment in time, 
creating a window into the past through the representation of what 
has already been (the photographic trace), landscape images act as 
a mediatory pathway to fading memories. What I mean by this is that 
the viewing of a personal landscape image will often result in the minds 
association to other sensory experiences (including sound, smell and 
touch), which acts as a strong connection to the memories we try to 
remember. Looking into Aristotle’s theories on memory and 
recollection, Yates describes this process perfectly by stating: 
TALK MORE ABOUT JOURNEY AND THE PROCESS OF LEARNING 
 

“Aristotle distinguishes between memory and reminiscence, or 
recollection. Recollection is the recovery of knowledge or 
sensation which one had before. It is a deliberate effort to find 
one’s way among the contents of memory, hunting among its 
contents for what one is trying to recollect.” (Yates 1994: 48) 

 
Recollection is therefore a personal, active process of mediation. Using 
the past that is saturated in the present, through means of memory 



triggers, we are able to access our fragmented and subjective 
memories through the shifting pathway of recollection. 
TALK MORE ABOUT JOURNEY AND THE PROCESS OF LEARNING 
 
 
Ann Chwatsky looks at these ideas of vestigia (representations) in 
independent recollection and mediatory memory pathways 
throughout her project “WHEN I WAS A GIRL” (Chwatsky 2014). Looking 
into remembrance, and trying to bridge traditional landscapes with 
psychological and personal issues (Chwatsky 2014), Chwatsky deviates 
from the idea of using landscape photographs as memory triggers, 
and instead creates present representations of some of her past reverie 
memories through the creation of montage images. Exploring the 
death and reconnection to her childhood through the creation of 
representational memory images, Chwatsky’s computer created 
montages (that result in Iris prints) incorporates remnants of other 
photographic materials that can be interpreted as representing the 
sensory experiences she describes in the titles of the image. The 
inclusion of these aspects, when looking at them through the context 
of memory theories discussed previously, can therefore be seen as a 
symbolic reference to the mediatory pathway her mind underwent 
through the recollection of these past memories. These created 
memory images also, however, challenge the personal, subjective 
relationship associated with memory through the combination of 
features (including photographic layers and text), which allow a 
number of viewers to gain an understanding of the memory depicted. 
 
 
But how do these different (landscape) images and projects trigger the 
association of these sensory experiences and therefore the recollection 
of an individual’s personal memory? To answer this, we need to briefly 
look into 
 
LOCI MEMORIZATION – based on places you’re familiar with 
 
Even when the initial memory is construed, when you’re there in the 
present having this experience, how you’re interpreting that 
information is so different to someone stood next to you 

• When the memory is constructed it doesn’t just take in visual 
information but other sensory information 

• When you recognize the visual, the associated senses come to 
you 

 
It’s important to think about the process of learning, making meaning, 
and the way that something mediates the pathway to another thing 

• You’re looking at layers of knowledge and interpretation that 
break down this idea of memory as a pure truth 



 
 
 
The past is with us always – the past is in the present and our access to 
it is shifting all the time 
 
Casey (Ricoeur, 2006: 37) mnemonic modes including recognition and 
reminding 
 
Talk about link to Bergson – recognition and independent recollection 
 
 
To answer this, we need to briefly look into theories surrounding 
“Mnemonic Modes” that were identified by Casey as including aspects 
of reminding, recognizing, and reminiscing (Ricoeur, 2006: 37). Focusing 
on the theories regarding reminding and recognizing, Ricoeur 
references ideas surrounding memory triggers by suggesting that there 
is a relationship between reminding and “memory-aids” (Ricoeur 2006: 
38). Relating to Bergson’s idea of recognition in independent 
recollection, Ricoeur then later goes on to suggest that recognition is 
where an individual recognizes a present memory trigger that relates 
back to a past memory or “first impression” (Ricoeur 2006: 39). 
Reminding and recognizing are therefore connected in terms of 
mnemonic functions, as it is the act of RECOGNIZING a present 
memory trigger that REMINDS the individual of the once inaccessible 
(reverie) memory, resulting in the recalling of the memory back into 
their consciousness. 
 
These two, corresponding mnemonic modes therefore relate to 
theories surrounding one of recollections primary characteristics: 
repetition. Discussing the idea of repetition within recollection, Ricoeur 
suggests: 
 

“Things and people do not simply appear, they reappear as being 
the same, and it is in accordance with this sameness of 
reappearing that we remember them.” (Ricoeur 2006: 23) 

 
 
An individual therefore experiences repetition when they recognize a 
present memory trigger that reminds them of particular memories. 
Photographic traces and photography’s ability to freeze a moment in 
time greatly links to this idea of recollection through repetition. For 
example, when an individual looks at a personal landscape image that 
was taken in the past, they are looking at a landscape in which they 
have already experienced, and it is this act of re-looking at the residue 
of the experience in the present that is the factor of repetition. 
Memories are therefore recollected (from preconsciousness into 



consciousness) through the repetition of looking or experiencing a 
present memory trigger that relates to the past memory. 
 
Even when the initial memory is construed, when you’re there in the 
present having this experience, how you’re interpreting that 
information is so different to someone stood next to you 
 
It’s important to think about the process of learning, making meaning, 
and the way that something mediates the pathway to another thing 

• You’re looking at layers of knowledge and interpretation that 
break down this idea of memory as a pure truth 

 
 
Mikael Levin briefly explores these ideas of repetition and memories 
throughout his project “WAR STORY” (Levin 1996). Looking into 
landscape and memory, Levin retraces the WWII journey that was 
embarked on by his father during his assignment to cover the “Jewish 
Story” throughout the war. Although it is this act of retracing his father’s 
steps that relates to the concept of repetition, this repeated 
experience has allowed Levin to create and document a 
representation of his own personal memories, whilst also providing him 
with the opportunity to reconnect to his deceased loved one through 
the recognition and adoption of his fathers landscape memory 
triggers. The final exhibition pieces include a combination of Levin’s 
photographs, a selection of his father’s writings, and photographs from 
the original trip, which, similar to the work of Ann Chwatsky, allows the 
viewer to gain an understanding of the memory (and reconnection) 
aspects of the project. 
 
CHANGE DEPENDING ON WHAT’S ADDED 
 
 
Considering this presentation has been created to look at ideas of 
reconnection through the remembrance of reverie memories, I have a 
feeling that some of you may be questioning why I have decided to 
focus the discussion solely on LANDSCAPE images and projects. 
Although I have previously identified photographs as powerful memory 
triggers through acting as both residue and trace creating 
representations of the past, landscapes in themselves also act as key 
triggers of memory. This idea stems from the mnemonic strategy, or 
memorization technique, called “The Method of Loci”. This method of 
memorization is “based on the assumption that you can best 
remember places that you are familiar with” (Mohs n.d.) and therefore 
uses these remembered places as clues or triggers to help individuals 
recall certain thoughts and memories (including those categorized as 
reverie memories). When considering this Loci memorization technique, 
Ricoeur states: 



 
“This art consists essentially in associating images with places 
(topoi, loci) organized in rigorous systems corresponding to a 
house, a public space, an architectural setting.” (Ricoeur 2006: 62) 
 

The landscape in a European context is almost like a photograph, it’s 
removed from us, it’s observed like the photograph (from Simon 
Schama) 
 
The image of the landscape is another form of mediation, just like 
memory (in a way) 
 

 
Although this particular mnemonic strategy is usually practiced for the 
act of remembrance in the near future (Mohs n.d.), it is the idea that 
individuals best remember objects and memories through their 
association with different places (Mohs n.d.), which is one of the key 
reasons why landscapes (and therefore photographs of landscapes) 
act as such powerful memory triggers. Although the reverie memories 
of our lost loved ones begin to fade through the act of bereavement, 
our preconscious memory-storage can be activated through the 
recognition of the corresponding place or landscape of the acquired 
memory, allowing this memory to be recalled into our consciousness 
through independent recollection and repetition. 
 
In accordance with the idea of remembrance and associative places 
and landscapes, Yates discusses the power of place as memory 
triggers through stating: 
 

“For when we return to a place after a considerable absence, we 
not merely recognize the place itself, but remember things that 
we did there, and recall the persons whom we met and even the 
unuttered thoughts which passed through our minds when we 
were there before.” (Yates 1994: 37) 

 
 
So, why do we forget? We don’t. After experiencing the loss of a loved 
one, as we progress down the path of bereavement and mourning, 
over time, our memories of them begin to fade. Trying to protect 
ourselves from the pain of the absent, we try to distance ourselves from 
those we miss. Unaware of the affect it can have on our memories, we 
often remove ourselves from aspects of life that provide us with 
different memory triggers. By doing this, we supply our memories with 
the opportunity to slip down the route of the forgotten, through the 
three stages of “phantasy” (consciousness, preconsciousness, 
unconsciousness). However, through remembering, recognizing and 
repeating the experience and representation of different memory 



triggers, we have it in our power to create personal windows into the 
past that allow us to recall these distancing reverie memories and 
reconnect to those we have lost.  
 
Mediation 
Locate traces of the past 
 
Landscape photographs and projects are just one of these many 
different memory triggers, but through their combination of 
photographic residue and trace (creating representations of the past 
by freezing a moment in time), with the associative memorization 
power of landscapes and places, they can be identified as a very 
powerful tool for recollection. With the ability to trigger the immersion of 
an individual in personal reverie memories, connecting the present to 
the past, landscape photographs and projects have the capability to 
reconnect people with those they have lost. 
 
Past is in the present? 
Shifting recollection? 
Fragmented and subjective mediation 
 
 
 
 
 
Still to consider: 
 
Is landscape immutable? I would argue that it is not. Consider the 
construction of the idea of landscape – a culturally formulated idea. 
Consider the different cultural perspectives of landscape – Chinese, 
Indigenous, European. ‘Landscape’ is a falsehood in many ways? 

• The landscape in a European context is almost like a 
photograph, it’s removed from us, it’s observed like the 
photograph (from Simon Schama) 

• The image of the landscape is different from the landscape  
o This needs to be made clearer 
o The image of the landscape is another form of mediation, 

just like memory (in a way) 
 
“We’re shaped by landscape both in the moment and in the memory” 
(Macfarlane 2012) 

• This greatly links to the idea that the past is in the present 
(discussed above) and suggests that landscapes are mediator 
between the present experience and the past memory 

 
Repetition 
 



We aren’t going back to a pure thought, memory or experience – our 
memories change and landscapes can trigger the re-remembering of 
a different place 
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